A FAMILY OF FUNCTORS DEFINED ON GENERALIZED PRIMARY GROUPS RAY MINES
Let G denote an abelian group; G is called a generalized p-primary group if qG = G for all primes q Φ p. Let a be an ordinal, and let δ: G-*E a satisfy the following four conditions: (1) E a is p a Ext-injective, (2) p a E a = 0, (3) δίG) is p a -pure in E aj (4) ker δ = p a G. Define p a *G to be that subgroup of E a such that p a (E a lδ(G)) = p a *G/δ(G). If a is a limit ordinal, let L a (G) = \im β< a GIpPG. Let
U(G) = Ext (Z(p-), G) and tf«(G) = U(G)lp«U{G).
Then we have the following p α -pure containments: Glp a G = 5(G) g ί/«(G) £ p a *(G) S L a U a (G), whenever α-is a countable limit of lesser hereditary ordinals. We have p«*G = Ϊ7«(G) for all groups G if and only if p a Ext is hereditary. From this we obtain a new proof of the fact that p a Ext is hereditary when a is a countable limit of lesser hereditary ordinals. We also obtain an example of a cotorsion group G such that
G/p a G is not equal to L a (G), thus refuting a conjecture of Harrison. A group G is called generally complete if L a (G)lδ(G) is reduced for all limit ordinals a. A generalized p-primary group G is generally complete if and only if it is cotorsion.
A result of Kulikov [7] will be studied and generalized, and an application to the study of cotorsion groups will be given.
Troughout this paper the word "group" will mean "abelian group". The notation of [2] will be followed. The letter p will indicate a prime.
The elements of the group Ext (A i B) are equivalence classes of extensions E:0-+B~>E-*A->0. However, no distinction will be made between equivalence classes and an element of the equivalence class. Thus, it will be said that E is an element of Ext (A, B) . Also, B will be considered as a subgroup of E. The arrow >-> will denote a monomorphism, and the arrow -» will denote an epimorphism. The element Ext(/, g)E, for Ee Ext (A, JS), /: B->B', and g: A'~> A, will be denoted by gEf. All other notation will be that used in Chapter III of [8] .
Recall that a subgroup H of a group G is said to be p a -pure in G if the extension H^G~^>G/H is an element of p°Έxt (G/H,H) We shall use the notation λ(G) to denote the length of G; i.e., the least ordinal a satisfying p a+1 G = p a G.
1* The functor p a . In [9] it is shown that for all ordinals a there exists an exact sequence
such that for all group G the following hold. 
Before continuing with the proof we prove the following: 
Similarly, g o f = g' o f \ Qm = l GΦ . Thus, # is an isomorphism of ί> α *G-^G*, and clearly #<5 = 7. It follows that, if E is a pMnjective having the following properties:
(1) There exists a homomorphism 7: G -> E with ker 7 =p*G and Im7 2> α -pure in E; (2) p"#=0, then p**G can be taken as the subgroup of E with the property that 
Proof. The extensions
are p^-pure and p λ -pure, respectively. Since β > 7, the top extension is also p r~p ure. As 2£ r is p r -injective, there exists a map μ β r of iϊî nto E r such that the following diagram commutes:
where π is the canonical projection. We are now in a position to prove Theorem 1.3.
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Proof of Theorem 1.3. We will show that for all 7 < a the image of π" is contained in U r {G). Let 7 < oc) then there exists a hereditary ordinal β such that 7 < β < a. 
Notice that condition (1) states that δ(G) is dense in L a (G) in the natural topology; and condition (4) shows that L a (G) is complete in the natural topology, since
We will show that conditions (1), (2), and (4) are equivalent and that when they happen, the natural topology and the induced topology on L a (G) are the same. However, we first shall prove the following. THEOREM 
If G is a g.p. group and a is a limit ordinal, then G/p a G is p a -pure in L a (G).
Proof.
The embedding <5: G->L a (G) is the map, δ: G~*E ai with its range cut down to L a (G).
Since G/p a G is a p a -pme in E ai the theorem follows. Notice that this theorem generalized condition (3) of Kulikov's theorem. THEOREM 
If G is a g.p. group and a is a limit ordinal less than or equal to the length of G, then the following are equivalent:
( (G) in the natural topology.
1) δ(G) is dense in L a (G) in the natural topology; i.e., 8(
In order to show (1) is equivalent to (2), we first observe that, since G is generalized primary, all groups in question are divisible by all primes other than p. Thus, it only has to be shown that
The proof of this fact follows from a series of lemmas. LEMMA 
If β<a and π β is the map defined in
(3) of Theorem 2.4, then L a G = d(G) + ker π β . Proof. If x G L a G, then there exists y e G such that y + p β G - π β (x). Then δ(y) -xeker^. LEMMA 2.6. Let G, L a G,
π β be as above. If xe ker π β and the image of x in L a (G)/δ(G) is in p
B (L a G/δ(G)), then x£p β L a (G).
Proof. The proof is by induction on β. If β = 1, then π t (x) = 0, and x maps into p(L a G/δ(G)). Thus, there exists a yeL a (G) such that x + δ(G) = py + δ(G), and so x -py e δ(G). Since π^x -py) -
Thus, there exists a zeG such that x -py = pδ{z), or x = p(?/ + S(z)) e pL a G.
If /3 > 7, then let π\ be the natural projection of G/p β G -> G/p r G. If β = y + 1, then 0 = /r£ π>(#) = π r (x) . So #eker;r r , and x maps into p r (L a G/δ(G) (G) such that
2/' + δ(G) € pr(L a (G)/δ(G)) and α; + δ(G) -py' + δ(G) thus, a; -py f eδ(G). Since xep r L a (G), we see that
x-py'e pL a G n so a; = p(τ/' + «) for some z e δ(G).
Let y = y' + z. Then x = py and y+ δ(G) = y'+ δ(G)epr(L a (G)/δ(G)).
By Lemma 2.5, L α (G) = 3(G) + ker 7r r . So there exists 2/" eker τr r , ^ eδ(G), such that y = y" + g.
Then y"+ δ(G) = y + δ(G)epr(L a (G)lδ(G)).
Thus, y" e p r L a (G) by the induction hypothesis. It follows that py" ep β L a G S ker π^. Thus, pg = α? -py" € ker TΓ^, SO pg e δ(G) ker TΓ^ = p β δ(G), and we see that xep β L a (G).
Let /S be a limit ordinal. Then
So by the induction hypothesis we see that x e p r L a (G) for all 7 < β, and thus x e Γ\ β<r p r L a (G) = p β L a (G). We can now show the equivalence of conditions (1) and (2) 
This completes the proof.
3* Some applications* The following definition is due to Harrison [4] . DEFINITION 3.1. A g.p. group is called fully complete if L a G = Gjp a G for all limit ordinals a less than or equal to the length of G.
Harrison [4] conjectured that a g.p. group is cotorsion if and only if G is fully complete. Using Theorems 1.3 and 2.4, we can find an example of a g.p. cotorsion group G which is not fully complete.
Let Ω be the first uncountable ordinal. Nunke [11] has shown that p°Ext is not hereditary. Therefore, by Proposition 4.1, [11] and Theorem 13 we have that
The group U Ω (G) is a g.p. cotorsion group and is not fully complete.
Let Z >*G Ω -» H Ω define p°. Let M Ω be the torsion subgroup of G Ω . Nunke [11] [9] . Thus E Φ 0, and (1), (2) , and (4) of Theorem 2.2 do not hold. It follows that if a is not a countable limit of lesser ordinals, then G need not be dense in L a G in the natural topology. Also, the induced topology on L a G need not be the natural topology on L a G.
is reduced for all limit ordinals a less than or equal to the length of G.
Notice that if the length of G = λ(G) is less than Ω and if G is generally complete, then G is fully complete. group to be cotorsion is that it be generally complete.
Proof. Let G be g.p. cotorsion group. Then G/p β G is cotorsion for all β. By Theorem 5.3 of [9] , L a (G) is cotorsion. It follows that L a (G)/δ(G) is cotorsion and so reduced. Therefore, G is generally complete.
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